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Pluralities. By ROGERSCHWARTZCHILD.
(Studies in linguistics and philosophy 61.)

Dordrecht:Kluwer, 1996. Pp. xi, 211.
Reviewed by D. TERENCE
University of Arizona
LANGENDOEN,
Part of a burgeoning literatureon the syntax and semantics of plural noun phrases and of
sentences containingthem, this book can profitablybe read togetherwith anotherrecently published book in the Studies in linguistics and philosophy series (Lasersohn1995). The two books
complement each other and together provide a comprehensivereview of the literature.
Schwartzchild'smain goals are to comparetwo theories of the semantics of plurality,which
he calls the SETStheory and the UNIONtheory, and to argue for the latter. According to both
theories, singularNPs (the cow) refer to individualswhile noncoordinatepluralNPs (the cows)
and coordinate NPs whose members are all singular (the cow and the pig) refer to sets of
individuals.The theories diverge in their interpretationof coordinateNPs at least one of whose
members is plural (the cow and the pigs; the cows and the pig; the cows and the pigs). On the
sets theory, such NPs refer to sets of sets; for example the cows and the pigs refers to the twomemberedset, one of whose members is the set of individual cows and the other is the set of
individualpigs. On the union theory,they referto sets of individuals;in this case to the set made
up of the individualcows and pigs.'
The book consists of ten chapters,an appendixon 'Quine's innovation' (Quine 1980), which
eliminates the distinctionbetween singleton sets and their membersand which S assumes holds
for natural-languagesemantics,a list of references,anda very shortindex. The firstthreechapters
provide an initial formalizationand discussion of the two theories, survey the recent literature
on plurality, identifying who has argued for each of these theories, and preview the relevant
data. Chs. 4-9 constitutethe core of the book and contain the main argumentationfor the union
theory while exploring some related issues, including the analysis of collective nouns (Ch. 9).
The final chapterprovides a concluding summary.
As S observes, the sets theory is committed to a richer ontology than the union theory, not
just to sets of sets, but also to sets of sets of sets, etc. without limit. In several places (see
especially 45-53, 155-58), S shows that naturallanguages do not exploit these riches; there
are, for example, no predicateswhich select argumentswhich are restrictedto particularhigherordersets. Accordingly,thereis no need to invest natural-languagesemanticswith the full power
of the sets theory.The argumentcan be strengthenedby observingthatthe syntaxof coordination
does not providefor the unlimitedembeddingof coordinateexpressionsand thus fails to provide
even the syntacticmeansfor expressingthe full power of the sets theory.Forexample,a coordinate
NP of the form A and B and C and D, where A, B, C, and D are noncoordinateNPs, may be
understoodas having no internalstructureor as having two binarycoordinatesas members([A
and B] and [C and D]) but not as having a more deeply embeddedstructure(e.g. A and [B and
[C and D]]) (Langendoen1998).
Much of the book is taken up with the analysis of examples which have been used to support
the sets theory, for example the following from pp. 34-35. Suppose that every woman is either
an authoror an athlete and that all authorsand athletes are women, that the men outnumberthe
authorsand also outnumberthe athletes, but thatthe women outnumberthe men. Now consider
the sentences 1-3.
(1) the men outnumberthe authorsand the men outnumberthe athletes
(2) the men outnumberthe authorsand the athletes
(3) the men outnumberthe women
In the situationjust described, 1 is true, 2 is eithertrueor false dependingon its reading(distributive or collective), and 3 is false. However, if the compound NP the authors and the athletes

' S points out that other theories of pluralityare possible, including those based on event semantics, and
that Schein 1993 has argued that 'a semantics based on the notion of a plurality,such as the one used in
this book, is incoherent' (197). S also does not consider the possibility of pluralquantification(197-98).
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refers to the set of women, as it must under the union theory, then 2 and 3 should have exactly
the same truthvalue. Therefore,the sets theorist concludes, the authors and the athletes must
refer to something distinct from the set of women, namely to the set of sets consisting of the
authorsand the athletes.
S's solutionis to deny thatfrom the coreferenceof the authorsand the athletes and the women
one can conclude that the two phrases make the same contributionto the truthvalues of the
sentences containingthem. He develops an analysisof the semanticsof pluralNPs which handles
not only cases like these but also cases involving reciprocalpredicates,which have up to now
constitutedthe strongestevidence for the sets theory.His analysis of reciprocityin Ch. 6 permits
the interpretationof reciprocalsentences to vary dependingon contextualfactors, much like the
STRONGESTMEANING account of Dalrymple et al. 1994.2

One of S's central concerns is the relation between DISTRIBUTIVE
and CUMULATIVE
interpreta-

tions of sentences containingpluralNPs. Both are interpretationswhich supportinferentialrelations with other sentences with correspondingNPs of smaller cardinality.For example, if from
a sentence of the form 4a we can conclude both 4b and 4c, or their conjunction,we say that 4a
has a distributiveinterpretation.
(4) a. NP1 and NP2 VP
b. NP1 VP
c.

NP2 VP

Similarly, if from 4b and 4c together,or their conjunction,we can conclude 4a, we say that 4a
has a cumulativeinterpretation.Thatis, distributivityandcumulativityareconverses.The notions
were first discussed together by Goodman 1951 in connection with the calculus of individuals
and were defined as specific propertiesof predicates.3For example, the predicateis/are red is
both distributiveand cumulative since 5a, an instance of 4a, holds if and only if both Sb and
Sc, instances of 4b and 4c, hold.
(5) a. the backpackand the suitcase are red
b. the backpackis red
c. the suitcase is red
However, the predicate is/are light (in weight) is distributivebut not cumulative and the
predicate is/are heavy is cumulative but not distributive,since 6a implies both 6b and 6c but
not conversely, and 7b and 7c togetherimply 7a but not conversely.
(6) a. the backpackand the suitcase are light
b. the backpackis light
c. the suitcase is light
(7) a. the backpackand the suitcase are heavy
b. the backpackis heavy
c. the suitcase is heavy
However, both the sentencethe backpackand the suitcase are light andthe sentencethe backpack
and the suitcase are heavy may also be understoodboth cumulativelyand distributivelyjust like
the sentence the backpackand the suitcase are red.
S follows recent work in obtaining the distributiveinterpretationof sentences in which the
predicate is not inherently distributiveby means of a D-OPERATOR
(?5.2.2), paraphrasableas
each, which he furthergeneralizes so as to renderthe distributive-collectiveambiguitya matter
of pragmaticsratherthan of semantics (??5.2.4 and 5.3; see in particularp. 75). He also follows
currenttraditionby assuming that 'cumulativityis independentof the predicatesinvolved' (60).
As he immediatelynotes, this incorrectlypredicts that 8b and 8c together imply 8a (as well as
incorrectlypredictingthat 6b and 6c together imply 6a).

2

However, S takes issue with certain aspects of the strongestmeaning account (130-31).

3 Goodman used the terms 'dissective' and 'collective' ratherthan 'distributive'and 'cumulative'.
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(8) a. the boys and the girls look alike
b. the boys look alike
c. the girls look alike
One solution would be to obtain the cumulativeinterpretationby applicationof the (generalized) D-operator,which combines with predicateswhich are not inherentlycumulative(such as
is/are light and look alike), to yield a cumulativeinterpretation.In the case of the predicatelook
alike, which appearsto be neithercumulativenor distributive,additionof the D-operatorrenders
it simultaneously cumulative and distributive.That is, 8a has either the noncumulative and
nondistributiveinterpretation9a or the cumulative and distributiveinterpretation9b.
(9) a. the boys look like the girls and the girls look like the boys
b. the boys look alike and the girls look alike
An adequateanalysis of the cumulativeand distributivepropertiesof sentenceswith reciprocal
predicatessuch as look alike requires,however, a furtherdistinction,between what may be called
INCREMENTALand NONINCREMENTALcumulativityand distributivity4The relationbetween 8a on
the one hand and 8b and 8c on the other is nonincrementalsince plurals and not singularsare
put together(cumulated)or taken apart(distributed).However, the relationbetween 10a on the
one hand and 1Ob,10c and 1Odon the other is incrementalsince singularsand not plurals are
put togetheror taken apart.(I have modified S's examples on p. 14 by replacingthe name Brutus
with Bluto.)
(10) a. Popeye and Bluto and Wimpy were shipmates
b. Popeye and Wimpy were shipmates
c. Popeye and Bluto were shipmates
d. Bluto and Wimpy were shipmates
The reciprocalpredicates were shipmates and look alike are incrementallyboth cumulative
anddistributivebut arenonincrementallyeitherboth cumulativeanddistributiveor neithercumulative nor distributive.Indeed all reciprocalpredicatesare nonincrementallyeitherboth cumulative and distributive or neither cumulative nor distributive. On the other hand, reciprocal
predicates may be incrementallyboth cumulative and distributive(were shipmates, look alike,
are similar to each other), distributivebut not cumulative(are similar), or cumulativebut not
distributive(sat next to each other). Thus the real significanceof Leonardand Goodman's(1940)
observationconcerningthe nonequivalenceof sentenceslike they are similarandthey are similar
to each other, which S discusses (105, n. 30), is not just that both are similar and are similar
to each other are reciprocal predicates but that the former is incrementallydistributivebut
noncumulative,whereas the latteris incrementallyboth distributiveand cumulative.Reciprocal
predicates formed with each other are invariably incrementallycumulative, though they may
not be incrementallydistributive(e.g. sat next to each other). Reciprocalpredicateslacking an
overt anaphormay or may not be incrementallycumulative (are shipmates and look alike are
incrementallycumulative whereas are similar and agree are not), and they may or may not be
incrementallydistributive(look alike and are similar are incrementallydistributivewhereas are
in equilibriumand are five kilometersapart are not), but they must be one or the other.
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